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[57] ABSTRACT 
An apparatus and method are disclosed for acoustoopti 
cally modulating and diffracting a plurality of optical 
wavelengths contained in laser light impinging on an 
acoustooptic cell to form a composite output beam 
comprising intensity modulated component beams of 
selected wavelengths present in the impinging laser 
light. To accomplish this, a plurality of amplitude mod 
ulated electrical signals of different ?xed frequencies 
are applied to an electrical-to-acoustical transducer 
operatively attached to the cell. Every frequency ap 
plied to the transducer produces an acoustic wave 
within the cell to form a diffraction spectrum of the 
wavelengths present in the laser light impinging or 
incident on the cell. The acoustic wave producing elec 
trical frequencies are chosen such that diffracted com 
ponent beams of selected wavelengths are collinear. 
Thus, the collinear component beams form a composite 
output beam comprising the selected diffracted wave 
lengths. Non-collinear beams of the selected wave 
lengths as well as unwanted diffracted wavelengths and 
undiffracted beams are masked or blocked from further 
passage through the optical system. The amplitudes of 
the electrical signals producing the acoustic waves 
within the cell are modulated independently to control 
the intensities of the individual component beams of 
selected wavelengths present in the composite output 
beam. The laser light impinging on the cell can com 
prise a single multi-wavelength beam; two collinear 
beams of different wavelengths and a third noncollinear 
beam of another wavelength; or beams of different 
wavelengths can be mutually noncollinear, the angles of 
impingement being chosen in accordance with what 
electrical frequencies are applied to the transducer. 

29 Claims, 13 Drawing Figures 
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MULTI-COLOR ACOUSTOOPTIC MODULATOR 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

REFERENCE TO RELATED U.S. PATENT 
APPLICATIONS 

Reference is made to US. Pat. Application Ser. No. 
132,955 entitled “Acoustooptic Scanner Apparatus and 
Method” ?led Apr. 12, 1971 to Richard A. Spaulding 
and Royce D. Pickering and to US. Pat. Application 
Ser. No. 192,452 entitled “X-Y Optical Scanning Sys 
tern” to Royce D. Pickering ?led Oct. 26, 1971. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

The invention relates to acoustooptic modulators and 
more particularly to an acoustooptic moulator for pro 
ducing an output beam comprising a plurality of collin 
ear independently modulated component beams of se 
lected optical wavelengths. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

To provide a modulated light beam comprising a 
plurality of optical wavelengths, prior art devices and 
methods commonly employ wavelength selective mir 
rors and ?lters to separate several selected wavelengths 
present in light from a source into component beams. 
The intensities of the component beams of selected 
wavelengths are separately modulated so as to control 
the individual intensity of each beam in accordance 
with, for example, signals representative of color infor 
mation. The component beams are then recombined 
with additional optical mirrors or other such apparatus 
and de?ected by well known scanning means or other 
wise directed by mechanical optical devices to produce 
an information recording or display. The recordings 
and displays formed frequently suffer misregistration of 
the plurality of component beams due to physical varia 
tions in the many optical mirrors and other mechanical 
elements required. 

Prior art devices and methods for projection or print 
ing photographic pictures frequently use negative or 
positive transparencies which are illuminated so as to 
project the images contained therein onto photosensi 
tive paper. The photographic materials used should be 
carefully matched to each other in order to provide 
proper color balance, contrast and color separation in 
the pictures printed. Sometimes the paper is exposed 
from the face of a cathode ray tube. The low intensity 
light output from the phosphors in these tubes means 
relatively ‘long exposure times are needed which results 
in a relatively slow printing process in comparison with 
the printing process of the instant invention. 

In accordance with the present invention, there is 
provided an apparatus and method of acoustooptically 
producing a composite output beam comprising a plu 
rality of diffracted collinear and component beams of 
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selected wavelengths which are each independently _ 
intensity modulated. Light containing several wave 
lengths is brought to operably impinge upon an acous 
tooptic cell. Electrical signals of different ?xed frequen 
cies are generated which correspond in number to the 
plurality of wavelengths selected for the output beam. 
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The amplitudes of these electrical signals are indepen 
dently modulated in accordance with a source of color 
information such as a color transparency. The electrical 
signals are combined to form a composite signal which 
is applied to an electrical-to-acoustical transducer oper 
atively attached to the cell such that acoustic waves are 
generated within the cell which correspond to the indi 
vidual ?xed frequencies present'in the composite elec 
trical signal. The acoustic waves in the cell cause the 
light impinging thereon to be diffracted in a plurality of 
spectrums containing the wavelengths present in the 
impinging light, the spectrums corresponding in num 
ber to the ?xed frequency signals applied to the trans 
ducer. The frequencies of the electrical signals are 
chosen so as to produce a composite output beam com 
prising collinear diffracted component beams of se 
lected wavelengths. The intensities of every component 
beam is modulated in accordance with the amplitude of 
the electrical signal responsible for that beam. Thus, 
there is produced a composite output beam comprising 
a plurality of intensity modulated component beams of 
selected wavelengths. The modulated output beam is 
scanned to record or display information. The imping 
ing light can comprise a multiwavelength beam; two 
different wavelengths can be collinear and'tlie third 
noncollinear to the two; or the light can comprise 
beams of different wavelengths all impinging at differ 
ent angles on the face of the cell. The angles of impinge 
ment and electrical frequencies used are mutually de 
pendent as will be explained hereinbelow. 

Since in practicing the invention, a plurality of beams 
with mechanical optical elements are not separated and 
subsequently recombined, more light passes through the 
optical system of the invention than in prior art systems. 
This provides for greater exposure in less time of, for 
example, photographic material. The system of the 
invention virtually eliminates misregistration of the 
individual component output beams which is a problem 
in prior art systems due to variations in optical mirrors 
and other mechanical elements. 

In accordance with one embodiment of the invention, 
improvements in image quality of photographic prints 
are realized by optically scanning photographic storage 
mediums point by point, electronically processing the 
color information contained therein, and then recording 
the result point by point onto photographic paper. This 
scanning process provides for image enhancement by 
electric correction of the color information which re 
sults in better and more consistent color prints, eliminat 
ing the need for as perfect as possible matching of pho 
tographic spectra sensitivity in order to produce high 
quality prints. 
Too, in accordance with 

source comprising a single multiple-wavelength laser, a 
combination of single-wavelength and multiple 
wavelength lasers or a plurality of single-wavelength 
lasers is utilized rather than the cathode ray tube .of 
many prior art photographic printing scanning systems. 
This enables shorter exposure times because of the 
greater light intensity available from lasers. Therefore, 
the embodiment of the invention for printing pictures 
provides faster printing rates than had previously been 
possible. - . 

One object of the present invention is to provide an 
apparatus and method for separately and independently 
modulating a plurality of wavelengths in light beams 
impinging upon an acoustooptic cell so as to produce an 
output beam comprising collinear diffracted beams of 

the invention, a laser light ' 
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wavelengths selected from those present in the input 
beams. 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

an improved apparatus and method for color display 
and recording such as television and photographic 
color picture printing. 

Yet another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide an improved television-to-?lm recording apparatus 
and method. 

Still another object of the present invention is to 
provide an apparatus and method for photographic 
color printing wherein the color balance of the resultant 
print is manually or automatically controlled. 
Yet another object of the present invention is to pro 

vide an apparatus and method for color picture record» 
ing and printing wherein color masking and contrast 
corrections are made while printing onto photographic 
paper from either positive or negative transparencies or 
re?ection prints. 
One advantage of the apparatus and method of the 

invention is that registration difficulties inherent in 
prior art devices are overcome. 
Yet another advantage of the instant invention is that 

the apparatus and method thereof provide for higher 
speed color photographic printing with improved color 
balance control. 

Still another advantage of the present invention is 
that the apparatus utilized in accordance therewith is 
less expensive than that of prior art devices. 

Still other objects and advantages of the present in 
vention will become readily apparent to those skilled in 
the art from the following description with reference to 
the drawings in which like characters denote like parts 
and wherein: 
FIG. 1 schematically shows in accordance with one 

embodiment of the invention, a multi-wavelength laser 
beam impinging upon an acoustooptic cell; 
FIG. 2 schematically shows an alternative for the 

embodiment of FIG. 1 wherein a plurality of laser 
beams of different wavelengths impinge upon the 
acoustic cell at different angles from one another; 
FIG. 3 shows yet another alternative embodiment to 

that of FIGS. 1 and 2 wherein two of the impinging 
beams are collinear and the other is noncollinear with 
the two; 
FIG. 4 schematically shows in accordance with the 

invention a laser scanning system for printing onto 
color sensitive photographic recording material; 
FIG. 5 shows a variation of the system of FIG. 4 for 

printing onto color sensitive photographic recording 
material; 
FIG. 6 shows a schematic representation of a color 

image recording apparatus in accordance with the in 
vention wherein the same laser source is used to scan 
the color transparency and the color sensitive photo 
graphic recording material; 
FIG. 6A shows a two-axis scanner for printing from 

color transparencies onto color sensitive photographic 
recording material; 
FIG. 6B shows a manner of reading color informa 

tion from re?ection color prints; 
FIGS. 7 and 7a show a video-to-frlm recording and 

display system respectively in accordance with the 
present invention; 

FIG. 8 shows a scanning display system in accor 
dance with the invention; 
FIG.9 shows stationary display system; and 
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4 
FIG. 10 shows a chromaticity curve for lasers uti 

lized in accordance with preferred embodiments of the 
invention. 

Before referring the FIGS., a background is best 
established by supporting acoustooptic theory. 
The best equations pertaining to acoustooptic devices 

are summarized as follows: 

BRAGG ANGLE APPROXIMATION: 0 = (hf/u) (1) 

TRANSIT TIME: 1' = d/v (2) 

SPOT SIZE, GAUSSIAN BEAM: a. = (1.27 Md) (3) 

In these equations, A is the wavelength of light, f is the 
acoustic frequency, v is the acoustic velocity, and d is 
the optical beam diameter. The Bragg angle 0 is mea 
sured between the undiffracted and ?rst order beams. 
The transit time '1' is the time required for one acoustic 
wavefront to pass through the optical beam. The spot 
size a de?nes the full angular diameter of a focused 
Gaussian beam at the e“2 intensity points. 
An acoustooptic cell with a single-frequency acoustic 

wave present behaves as an optical phase grating. An 
incident optical beam consisting of three different 
wavelengths (e.g. red, green and blue) will be diffracted 
into the ?rst order according to equation (1). Since its 
wavelength is greater, the red beam is diffracted at 
greater angle than the blue. 
At low diffraction efficiencies, the acoustooptic cell 

behaves as a linear device; i.e. the diffracted light inten 
sity is linearly proportional to the input acoustic power. 
Thus, the superposition principle applies and multiple 
frequency inputs will produce multiple diffracted 
beams. Applying this characteristic, when three fre 
quencies are impressed on the acoustooptic cell, three 
independent arrays of red, green and blue beams are 
diffracted. 
The three frequencies are selected such that one red, 

one green and one blue beam from each group are col 
linear. The amplitude of each frequency component 
thus controls the intensity of the respective wavelength 
in the collinear beam. This results in an effective and 
simple method for simultaneously intensity modulating 
three collinear optical beams to provide an output com 
prising three independently modulated collinear beams. 
For the case of many wavelengths in the incident 

optical beam, we can rewrite equation (1) as follows: 

Here, each subscript i refers to a beam of a particular 
wavelength, and each subscript j refers to the frequency 
of t, the sinusoid that diffracts a desired wavelength. 
This equation represents an array of (m X n) diffracted 
beams, of which n are desired. 

In the simplest case where m and n are 3, as in a 
three-color system, nine diffracted beams are produced. 
To obtain the desired condition of three collinear 
beams, 

on = 922 = 033’ (5) 

and thus fiM = fz7\2 = fails 
In practice, the middle frequency f2 is selected ?rst. 
Then, the other frequencies and angles are determined: 
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(7) 

These relations give 01-,- and t} in terms of f2 and M for 
a three color system. 
Assuming that ii < f2 < f3; equivalently, the 

subscripts 1, 2 and 3 correspond to red, green and blue, 
respectively. The required acoustooptic cell bandwidth 
15 

Since 

fa = 0x2 fz/M) and fi = (A: fz/M), 

A blocking aperture is provided to eliminate un 
wanted diffracted and undiffracted beams. The aperture 
opening is positioned to pass only beams at the desired 
angle 9”. Furthermore, a lens is used to form diffrac 
tion-limited spots at this aperture. Since adjacent spots 
should not overlap the aperture, there exists a minimum 
optical beam diameter d which will satisfy this require 
ment. Consider the angular differences between 022 and 
angles immediately adjacent: 

5 9 = I 922 — 022:1 I = M/v I f2 — f'zzi (‘0) 

There are two possible values for 6 0; the smallest value 
is selected and equated to the angular spot size given by 
equation (3). In calculating (3) for this case, the largest 
(red) wavelength should be used. Then, the minimum 
optical beam diameter is 

d = (1.27M/8 0) (11) 

Note that if there are more than three wavelengths 
present, there will be more than two possible values for 
6 0. 

Since d has been determined, the transit time given in 
equation (2) has also been determined. This time is re 
lated to the modulation bandwidth possible with an 
acoustooptic device. It has been shown that the modula 
tion transfer characteristic of an acoustooptic device is 

exp [—(f/fg)"]. (12) 

where fe = (2 V2v/1rd) = 0.9/1‘. 
When f = fe, the response is down to 36.8 percent 
from a maximum of 100 percent. When f = 0.83 fe 
z 0.75/7‘, the response is down to 50 percent of maxi 
mum. Denoting this 50 percent bandwidth as 8 f, the 
maximum optical beam diameter is, from (2), 

d = (0.75v/6 i) (13) 

Thus, it can be seen that: 
a. The modulation bandwidth required establishes the 
maximum optical beam diameter. 

b. This diameter in turn determines the critical angu 
lar beam separation 5 0. 

c. From 8 0, equations (10) and (4) determine the 
operating frequencies, given the acoustic velocity 
and optical wavelengths. 

d. The required acoustooptic cell bandwidth is deter 
mined by (9). 
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Calculation Example 
A sample calculation of operating conditions is as ' 

follows for a krypton ion laser light source with the 
following average wavelengths: 

A] = 647 nm (red) 
A2 = 568 nm (yellow) 
13 = 525 nm (green) 
M = 480 nm (blue) 

The green and blue wavelengths shown are the average 
of several closely-spaced lines. The laser is used with a 
glass acoustooptic cell with a sound velocity of 4 X 105 
cm sec—1 and a center frequency of 40 MHz such as the 
Zenith M-4OR. Since there are four wavelengths, 
equation (4) now becomes 

9n = (7M 9/1011 = 1,2,3.4-j = 1,2,3. 

The angle 0,; is selected as the center beam, with 
which 0" and 043 must be mae coincident. 032 is calculate 
as 

The remaining angles are calculated in a manner 
analogous to equation (7). The results are as follows: 

hi oil 612 013 
Al @ 6.47 7.07 
A2 4.61 5.68 6.21 
A, 4.26 5.74 
A4 3.90 4.80 @ 

The circled values are the desired collinear output 
beams. 
The acoustooptic cell bandwidth is calculated from 

equation (8) or (9) as 11.3 MHz. The three input fre 
quencies are 32.5, 40.0 and 43.8 MHz. 7. 
From an equation analogous to (10), four possible 

values for '6 0: 

032 —- 022 I = 

I 943 — 933 I = 0-49 
Of these, the smallest value is 0.43 mr. 
The optical beam diameter from (11) is calculated as 

1.9 mm. The transit time is calculated from (2) as 0.48 p. 
seconds. The modulation bandwidth to the 50 percent 
points is thus 1.5 MHz. 

Reference is now made to FIG. 1. Shown therein is 
an acoustooptic cell 20 which is a device well known to 
those skilled in the art. Cell 20 can comprise, for exam 
ple, plastic, glass, or water where acoustic frequencies 
up to about 50 MHz are utilized. Lead molybdate 
(PbMoO4) and quartz are typical materials for higher 
acoustic frequencies such as those within the range of 
1,000 MHz. The moulation bandwidth of acoustooptic 
cells when utilized as color modulators is approximately 
proportional to the acoustic frequency. Forexample, 
with a krypton ion laser as a source, a glass acoustooptic 
cell operating at acoustic frequencies near SOMHz typi 
cally has a modulation bandwidth of approximately 1 
MHz. A lead molybdate cell operating at about 500 
MHz generally has a bandwidth of about 10 MHz. The 
cell 20 can comprise other substances, the acoustic 
properties of which are well known to those skilled in 
the art. Several substances are commercially available. 
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Incident on surface 22 of cell 20 is a multicolor laser 
beam 24 comprising three wavelengths. Other wave 
lengths can be present and other numbers of wave 
lengths can be selected for use in accordance with the 
invention. Throughout the specifications, the wave 
lengths or colors selected for purposes of illustration 
will be designated red, green and blue. It will be appre 
ciated that other colors or wavelengths can be used in 
practicing the invention and the invention is not limited 
to the use of these illustrative wavelengths or colors or 
even to the use of three wavelengths or colors. At 
tached to cell 20 is transducer 26 which converts elec— 
trical signals produced by generators 28, 30 and 32 as 
passed by summing ampli?er 33 into acoustic waves 
represented by lines 34 in cell 20. Signal generators 28, 
30 and 32 are independently modulated and controlled, 
either automatically or manually. Passing from cell 20 is 
beam 24' which is the undiffracted portion of incident 
beam 24. Diffracted by cell 20 are beams 36, 38, 40 and 
42 which are representative of the diffracted beams. It 
will be appreciated that‘ not all the diffracted beams are 
shown for purposes of clarity but that every frequency 
component diffracts every one of the wavelengths pres 
ent in the impinging beam at a different angle. Thus, the 
number of diffracted beams equals the number of fre 
quencies applied times the number of wavelengths pres 
ent in the incident beam. A focusing means represented 
by lens 44 is also shown. A mask 46 having an aperture 
blocks the images formed by lens 44 which do not pass 
through the aperture. Such images are those from 
beams 38, 40 and 42 shown as spots 48, 50 and 52, re 
spectively. Passing through the aperture of mask 46 is 
composite output beam 36 which comprises collinear 
diffracted component beams of selected wavelengths. 
Turning now to FIG. 2, shown therein is an acous 

tooptic cell 60 having an acoustic transducer 62 at 
tached thereon. Three independently controlled vari 
able amplitude signal generators 64, 66 and 68 provide 
electrical signals which are summed by summing ampli 
?er 69 and applied to transducer 62 which produces a 
composite acoustic wave 63 in response thereto. Inci 
dent on side 70 of cell 60 are three laser beams 72, 74 
and 76 impinging upon cell 60 at three different angles. 
Beams 72, 74 and 76 contain, for example, red, green 
and blue wavelengths of light, respectively. Transmit 
ted through cell 60 are undiffracted beams 72’, 74’ and 
76'. Diffracted by cell 60 are beams for each of the 
applied frequencies; 80, 82 and 84 from the blue beam 
76; 86, 88 and 90 from green beam 74; and 92, 94 and 96 
from the red beam 72. Composite output beam 100 
comprises beam 80 of the diffracted blue beams, beam 
88 of the diffracted green' beams and beam 96 of the 
diffracted red beams. The output angles for the dif 
fracted beams are functions of the frequencies of the 
signals applied to the acoustooptic cell. These frequen 
cies are chosen to produce the composite beam 100. It 
will be appreciated that other combinations of dif 
fracted beams can be selected. The amplitudes of the 
collinear component beams 96, 88 and 80 are individu 
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ally controlled by amplitude modulating the outputs of 60 
the signal generators 64, 66 and 68, respectively. 

Reference is now made to FIG. 3 wherein is shown 
an acoustooptic cell 102 which is controlled with trans 
ducer 104 and three independently amplitude modu 
lated ?xed frequency signal generators 106, 108, and 
110 outputting through summing ampli?er 103. Incident 
on surface 112 of cell 102 are red laser beam 114 and a 
combination blue and green laser beam 116. It will be 
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understood that other combinations of light wave 
lengths in the collinear beam can be utilized in accor 
dance with the invention. Passing through cell 102 are 
the vundiffracted portions of the blue-green beam 116’ 
and the red beam 114’. Diffracted by cell 102 are blue 
beams 118, 120, and 122; green beams 124, 126, and 128 
and red beams 130, 132, and 134. The frequencies of the 
signals produced by sources 106, 108, and 110 are such 
the blue beam 118, green beam 126, and red beam 134 
are collinear and hence from composite beam 136. As 
with reference to FIGS. 1 and 2, the amplitudes of the 
signals generated by 106, 108, and 110 are modulated to 
control the intensities of the collinear component beams 
134, 126 and 118, respectively, in the composite output 
beam 136. 

In practicing the invention using the FIGS. 1—3 em 
bodiments, three electrical signals are generated by 
corresponding signals generating devices. Each signal 
has a frequency responsible for an acoustic wave pro 
duced by the transducer attached to the cell. Separate 
transducers can also be used for each frequency or two 
transducers can be used, one handling two frequencies 
and the second a single frequency. Other combinations 
and permutations of transducer and applied frequencies 
will be apparent to those skilled in the art. The signal 
generated by each generator is amplitude modulated in 
accordance with the color information associated with 
that generator to be recorded or displayed in order to 
balance properly the intensities of the collinear dif 
fracted red, green, and blue component beams. The 
signals are preferably electrically combined and ampli 
?ed by a summing ampli?er before they are applied to 
the acoustic transducer which converts them into 
acoustic waves within the cell. For a given desired 
angle of diffraction in the embodiment of FIG. 1, the 
frequencies of the acoustic waves are selected to be 
inversely proportional to their corresponding compo 
nent light wavelengths as speci?cally pointed out in the 
theory above appearing. More discussion of the theory 
in acoustooptic' phenomena appears in the above-men 
tioned U.S. Application Ser. No. 132,955 filed April 12, 
1971 to the inventor herein, Richard A. Spaulding and 
another, Royce D. Pickering. 
Theory shows that the angle through which any 

beam is diffracted in dependent on the frequency of the 
acoustic wave causing the diffraction and not the ampli 
tude of the acoustic wave. Thus, by modulating the 
amplitude of the applied electrical signal and thereby 
the acoustic wave, the intensity of the light diffracted 
can be controlled without affecting the direction the 
diffracted beam takes. This is because the angle of dif 
fraction is not affected by amplitude changes in the 
acoustic wave. 
The aperture in mask 46 of FIG. 1 is chosen to be 

approximately the size of the diffraction limited spot 
produced by the longest wavelength optical component 
in the impinging beam 24. Similar masks are used to 
block unwanted beams in the embodiments of FIGS. 2 
and 3. Which diffracted beam of any particular wave 
length is utilized in forming the composite beam is a 
matter of frequency selection. 

Reference is now made to FIG. 4 wherein, in accor 
dance with the invention, an apparatus and method for 
printing onto color sensitive photographic paper or 
other such color sensitive material is shown. Acous 
tooptic color modulator 140 receives a plurality of 
wavelengths, e.g., red, green and blue, from a multi 
wavelength laser source 142. The laser source 142 
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acoustooptic modulator 140 combination can comprise 
any one of the embodiments shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3. 
Horizontal mirror scanner 144 and vertical mirror scan 
ner 146 are controlled by a scan control unit 148. The 
scan control unit 148 can be any one of several well 
known devices, the complexity of which runs from 
simple mechanical gear drives to complex digital com 
puter controlled systems. The choice for a particular 
application will depend upon the complexity of the task 
and upon whether or not color compensation (discussed 
hereinbelow) is desired in the ?nished product and 
other such factors. Lens 150 schematically represents a 
focusing system which focuses the scanning beam onto 
the photographic paper 152 for recording an image 
thereon. Other optical elements such as lenses and mir 
rors optically coupling elements 140, 142, 144, 146 and 
150 are not shown for purposes of clarity, but are well 
known to those skilled in the art. Scan control 148 also 
controls a scanning light source 154 which images ‘a 
beam through an optical system represented schemati 
cally by lens 156 through a negative or a positive trans 
parency 15. The light beam modulated by negative or 
positive transparency 158 is focused by an optical sys 
tem represented by lens 160 onto photosensors 162, 163, 
and 164 which are each photosensitive to a different one 
of the selected wavelengths, e.g., red, green, or blue. 
The red, green, and blue wavelengths present in the 
light falling onto photosensors 162, 163, and 164 active 
these photosensors to produce electrical signals repre 
sentative of the red, green, and blue information in the 
transparency 158. Electrical signals produced by the 
photosensors are carried by lines 166, 168, and 170 to a 
color signal processor 172 which is synchronized with 
the scanning of the negative or positive transparency 
and the acoustooptic modulator 140 by scan control 
unit 148. Color signal processor 172 controls the ampli 
tudes of the output of signal generators or oscillators 
174, 176, and 178. The amplitudes of the signals gener 
ated by oscillators 174, 176, and 178 are therefore varied 
by color signal processor 172 in accordance with the 
relative intensities of the color components of the point 
being scanned on transparency 158 at any one point in 
time. The processor output is adapted to whether a 
negative or positive transparency 158 is being used. The 
outputs of oscillators 174, 176, and 178 are fed to a 
summing ampli?er 180 which applies the signals ampli 
?ed thereby to the transducer(s) mounted on the acous 
tooptic cell of acoustooptic modulator 140. 

In operation, scan control unit 148 is activated so as 
to control the scan of the light source 154, mirrors 144 
and 146, and color signal processor 172 by a control 
information input. Scanning light source 154 which is 
preferably a laser source, can be a separate source of 
light or can utilize part of the light from source 142 as 
will be discussed hereinbelow with reference to FIG. 6. 
In any event, light from source 154 scans negative or 
positive transparency 158. Transparency 158 modulates 
the selected wavelengths in the beam in accordance 
with the colors within the spot being scanned on the 
transparency. Photosensors 162, 163 and 164 pick up the 
amount of any color component in the spot being 
scanned in transparency 158 and transmit electrical 
signals representative thereof through lines 166, 168 and 
170 to color signal processor 172. Color signal proces 
sor 172 is adapted for use with negative or positive 
transparencies and controls the amplitudes of the signals 
generated by the oscillators 174, 176 and 178 in accor 
dance with the transmittance for each color component 
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in the spot being scanned in the transparency at that 
point in time. The oscillators 174, 176 and 178 as ampli 
tude modulated by processor 172 output through sum 
ming ampli?er 180 to acoustooptic modulator 140 to 
control the intensities of the red, green and blue dif 
fracted collinear component beams produced by the 
acoustooptic modulator. The composite output beam 
comprising the collinear intensity modulated compo 
nent beams is scanned by horizontal mirror scanner 144 
and vertical mirror scanner 146 and imaged by lens 150 
onto photographic paper 152 to record an image repre 
sentative of the image in the positive transparency 158, 
or of the positive of the negative transparency image if 
a negative transparency is utilized. The scanning source 
154 can be a cathode ray tube, i.e., a ?ying spot scanner, 
as well as the preferred laser source. Transparency 158 
can also be scanned utilizing the same mirrors which 
effect the horizontal and vertical scan of the photo 
graphic paper 152, i.e., 144 and 146, as seen with refer 
ence to FIG. 6. 
Turning now to FIG. 5, shown therein is another 

embodiment of a laser printing apparatus and method, 
this one using roll photographic recording paper. 
Acoustooptic modulator 190 processes the beam from a 
multi-wavelength laser source 192 which preferably 
comprises any of the embodiments of FIGS. 1, 2 or 3. 
Horizontal scanning mirror 194 scans the diffracted 
composite output beam of modulator 190 through an 
optical system schematically represented by lens 196 
onto constant-speed roller driven photographic paper 
198. Supply reel 200 and take-up reel 202 in combina 
tion with constant speed drive roller 204 provide a 
constant speed past the scanning beam for the continu 
ous belt of photograhic paper 198. Drive and scan con 
trol unit 206 controls horizontal scanning mirror 194 
and constant speed drive roller 204. An optical scanner 
208 through an optical system schematically repre 
sented by lens 210 scans positive or negative transparen 
cies in roll form 211 mounted on supply reel 212 and 
take-up reel 214. Drive and scanning control 206 con 
trols the drive and take-up reels 212 and 214 so as to 
synchronize the movement of the transparencies on roll 
211 with the movement of the photographic paper 198. 
An output optical system schematically represented by 
lens 216 focuses the light from the transparencies as 
scanned onto red, green, and blue photosensors 217, 218 
and 219. Electrical signals produced by red, green and 
blue photosensors 217, 218 and 219 are fed to color 
signal processor 220 wherein they are used to control 
signal generators 222, 224 and 226. As passed through ‘ 
summing ampli?er 228, the signal provided by genera 
tors 222, 224 and 226 are fed to acoustooptic modulator 
190 which intensity modulates the selected wavelengths 
in the composite beam transmitted therefrom. This is 
accomplished by drive and scan control 206 synchro 
nizing the color signal processor 220 to amplitude mod 
ulate ?xed-frequency oscillators 222, 224 and 226 with 
the scans of the transparencies on roll 211 and photo 
graphic paper 198. 

It will be appreciated that the operation of the print 
ing system of FIG. 5 is similar to that of FIG. 4 except 
that the FIG. 5 embodiment uses no vertical mirror 
scanner. The paper motion provides a constant presen 
tation of fresh photographic paper synchronized with 
the movement of the transparencies in roll form. 

Reference is now made to FIG. 6. Shown therein is 
an apparatus and method for utilizing the same scanning 
mirror for reading the transparency and printing on the 
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photographic paper. Acoustooptic modulator 240 re 
ceives input light from a multi-wavelength laser beam 
generated by laser source 242. The laser-modulator 
combination preferably comprises one of the embodi 
ments shown in FIGS. 1, 2 and 3. Between laser source 
‘242 and modulator 240 is disposed a beam splitter, 244, 
which splits the beam from source 242 into two multi 
wavelength components. One of the multi-wavelengths 
component beams, 256, passes through the beam splitter 
244 and goes through acoustooptic modulator 240. 
Modulated beam 256 then passes through an optical 
focusing arrangement represented schematically by lens 
246 to a rotating two-sided scanning mirror 248. Bean 
256 is re?ected from mirror 248, being given scanning 
motion thereby, onto mirror 258 and then onto a mirror 
260. It then passes through lens 262 to arrive at photo 
graphic paper 264. The other portion of the beam from 
laser source 242, designated 266, is re?ected from mir 
ror 250 onto mirror 252 and then through an optical 
system represented by lens 254 onto rotating mirror 
248. Beam 266 is re?ected and given scanning motion 
by rotating mirror 248 which reflects the beam onto 
mirror 268, from where it is re?ected onto mirror 270. 
From mirror 270, the beam is passed through an optical 
system schematically represented by lens 272 and then 
through transparency 274 where the beam is modulated 
by the image contained therein. Light beam 266, now 
modulated by transparency 274 impinges upon photo 
sensors 276, 277 and 278 which are reponsive to the red, 
green and blue component portions thereof, respec 
tively. Electrical signals produced by photosensors 276, 
277 and 278 are representative of the intensities of the 
component colors of light impinging thereon and are 
sent to a color signal processor such as 220 shown in 
FIG. 5. 

In the arrangement shown by FIG. 6, light from the 
same source 242 is used to scan both the transparency 
274 and the photographic paper 264. Synchronization is 
inherent in such a system since mirror 248 supplies the 
rate of scan for both the image scanned from the trans 
parency and the image recorded on the paper. Prisms or 
other light de?ecting elements can be substituted for 
any or all mirrors 250, 252, 260 and 270 to more effi 
ciently utilize the light available. This system provides 
l-dimensionsal scanning motion, while paper motion 
provides the other scan dimension as in the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 5. 

Alternatively, the transparency can be replaced by a 
color re?ection print, and the red, green and blue sig 
nals sensed by re?ection instead of transmission. 
FIG. 6a shows a 2-axis mirror sensor using the same 

mirror for horizontal and vertical scanning of transpar~ 
ency and paper. 
The multi-wavelength light source 354~acoustooptic 

modulator 356 combination can once again be any of 
the embodiments shown in FIGS. 1-3. Disposed be 
tween source 354 and modulator 356 is beam splitter 358 
which divides the beam from source 354 into two por 
tions. One portion, 360, is optically processed by modu 
lator 356 whereas portion 362 is not. Beam portion 360 
is used to record onto photographic paper 366 and beam 
portion 362 is used to read the image within transpar 
ency 364. Mirror 368 re?ects beam 360 onto two-sided 
mirror 370 which rotates in a ?rst direction shown 
herein to be about an axis in the plane of the paper. The 
mirror 370 gives the beam 360 a ?rst of “X” direction of 
scanning motion and reflects it onto mirror 372 which 
re?ects it onto two-sided mirror 374 rotating in a “Y” 
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direction about an axis substantially perpendicular or 
otherwise disposed in relation to the axis of rotation of 
mirror 370 and shown herein as an axis perpendicular to 
the plane of the paper. Bean 360, now having “X” and 
“Y” scanning motion is reflected from mirrors 376 and 
378 and passed through an optical focusing device sche 
matically represented by lens 380 which focuses beam 
360 onto photographic paper 366 to record the image 
from transparency 364 thereon. At the same time, beam 
362 is re?ected from mirrors 382 and 384 onto rotating 
mirror 370, mirror 386 and rotating mirror 374 to give it 
an “X-Y” scanning motion inherently synchronized 
with the scan of beam 360. Beam 362 is additionally 
routed by mirrors 388 and 390 through a focusing dc‘ 
vice schematically represented by lens 392. Lens 392 
focuses beam 362 onto transparency 364, the beam pass 
ing therethrough and modulated thereby impinging on 
photosensors 394, 396 and 398 which are each sensitive 
to a different component color. Photosensors 394, 396 
and 398 produce electrical signals representative of the 
color information in the transparency. The signals are 
processed in a fashion similar to that shown in FIG. 4 to 
reproduce the image of transparency 364 on paper 366. 

Re?ectance prints can also be used when the embodi 
ments of the invention shown in FIGS. 4-6 are adapted 
thereto. Such an adaption is illustrated in FIG. 6b 
wherein a beam such as 362' corresponding to beam 362 
of FIG. 6a is passed through lens 400 onto re?ectance 
print 402 which re?ects light modulated according to 
the color information thereon. Some of the re?ected 
light is received by photosensors 404, 406, 408 which 
produce electrical signals in accordance therewith to be 
processed as disclosed with reference to FIGS. 4-6a. 
Turning now to FIG. 7, a video-to-?lm recorder in 

accordance with the invention is shown. The acous 
tooptic modulator 290-multi-wavelength laser source 
292 combination preferably comprises any one of the 
embodiments shown in FIGS. 1, 2, and 3. The compos 
ite intensity modulated output beam of modulator 290 is 
passed through horizontal mirror scanner 294 and verti 
cal mirror scanner 296. The scanned beam is transmitted 
by an optical system represented by lens 298 onto the 
input of a television-?lm recording camera 300. Such 
cameras are well known to those skilled in the art and 
no detailed disclosure thereof is made herein. It is well 
known that frame rate conversion from television 
which has a rate of 30 frames per second to conven 
tional motion pictures which have frame rates of 24 
frames per second is accomplished with such standard 
television ?lm recording cameras. Scan control 302 
synchronizes horizontal mirror scanner 294, vertical 
mirror scanner 296 and camera 300 from a picture syn 
chronization signal input 303. Decoded color video 
signals from magnetic or video tape, broadcast televi 
sion, closed circuit television, or other such source are 
passed through red, green and blue signal input lines 
304, 306, and 308 to color signal processor 310 which 
controls the acoustooptic modulator 290. The conver 
sion takes place in processor 310 in a manner similar to 
those of the aforementioned embodiments of FIGS. 4 
and 5 with the color signal processor 310 controlling 
the intensities of the selected wavelength component 
beams in the composite beam produced by modulator 
290. This is accomplished by modulating the amplitudes 
of the outputs of ?xed frequency oscillators 312, 314, 
and 316 which are passed by summing ampli?er 318 to 
the transducer (not shown) of the acoustooptic modula 
tor 20. The decoded red, green, and blue video informa 
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tion coming in on lines 304, 306, and 308 is preferably 
adjusted by processor 310 to compensate for ?lm char 
acteristics, color balance, and color masking. Typically 
in this embodiment, the acoustooptic modulator 290 
comprises lead molybdate as the interaction medium in 
combination with a 500 MHz. thin-?lm transducer 
which yields a video modulation bandwidth of about 10 
MHz. Horizontal scanner 294 is preferably a high speed 
rotating mirror synchronized to the horizontal synchro 
nization signal in the video waveform although other 
scanning means can be employed as scanner 294. Verti 
cal mirror scanner 296 is preferably a galvanometer 
driven mirror synchronzied to the vertical synchroniza 
tion signal. In this manner, selected forms of the televi 
sion picture are recorded frame by frame on the motion 
picture ?lm in camera 300. 
The television recording system described with refer 

ence to FIG. 7 can be also used as a television projec 
tion display by substituting a projection screen 320 as 
seen in FIG. 7a for camera 300, screen 320 receiving 
light from lens 298. The high light intensities available 
from lasers make possible a projection display of high 
brightness. The color purity from laser light enables 
highly saturated colors to be reproduced which result in 
improved visual color balance and contrast of the pro 
jected image. Speckle effects which are caused by the 
inherent coherence of laser light can be eliminated by 
moving or vibrating the projection screen 320. 
FIG. 8 shows a display system comprising a laser 

source 328-acoustooptic color modulator 330 combina 
tion such as that shown in FIGS. 1-3. The color modu 
lation signals are produced by modulated oscillators and 
a control device combination collectively represented 
by block 332. The output of source 328 impinges upon 
acoustooptic modulator 330. The output of the acous 
tooptic modulator 330 passes through horizontal mirror 
scanner 334 and vertical mirror scanner 336 into an 
optical focusing system represented schematically by 
lens 338 and from there onto a display screen 340 where 
the display appears. This is a very convenient, simple, 
and efficient as well as inexpensive way to display color 
visual information and patterns. The color display can 
be manually or automatically controlled depending on 
the control device 322 incorporated into the system to 
provide a wide range of visual colors projected on the 
screen 340. 
A stationary display is seen with reference to FIG. 9. 

Acoustooptic modulator 344 receives incident light 
from laser source 346 and transmits the beams diffracted 
thereby through an optical system schematically repre 
sented by lens 348. The composite output beam from 
acoustooptic modulator 344 is controlled in color and 
intensity by the electrical signals applied through line 
350. Such a control is similar to those discussed in re 
gard to other embodiments heretofore disclosed. The 
stationary display is focused on screen 352. One applica 
tion of the dislay of FIG. 9 is a device known as a color 
stimulus generator in which various color sensations are 
produced to study human color visual response. The 
laser sources described herein in FIGS. 1-3 are capable 
of a much greater range of colors then present instru 
ments using optical ?lters and white light from non 
laser sources. A vibrating projection screen can be used 
to reduce the speckle effect. 
With reference to FIG. 10, a C.I.E. standard chroma 

ticity curve is shown having dotted lines enclosing the 
areas of colors possible with a Krypton-ion laser as the 
multi color cource. Reference is made to “Principles of 
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14 
Color Photography”, by Evans, Hanson and Brewer, 
Wylie, 1953, page 62 transducers. 
Another application of displays such as those of 

FIGS. 8 and 9 is in the measuring of the response to 
photographic materials to various combinations of laser 
wavelengths. The multi-color acoustooptic modulator 
offers a simple and reliable means for controlling the 
relative intensities as well as the durations of exposures 
due to each of the wavelengths present in the composite 
beam emerging from the acoustooptic modulator as 
imaged onto photographic material. 
Although the embodiments shown herein were di 

rected to three colors — red, green, and blue; other 
three-color combinations and, indeed, any number of 
colors in combination can be utilized in practicing the 
invention. Too, acoustic waves in the acoustooptic 
modulators hereinabove described are produced simul 
taneously by an acoustic transducer in response to three 
simultaneously applied electric signals from generating 
sources. Alternatively, three separate acoustic transduc 
ers can be used, each having a signal of different fre 
quency applied. The three transducers can be arranged 
such that their acoustic waves are coincident at the 
region which interaction with the light beams takes 
place, or they can sequentially interact with the incident 
light beam. Too, the acoustic wave can be a standing 
wave within the interaction material rather than a trav 
eling wave as disclosed with reference to the embodi 
ment shown herein. Combinations of one transducer 
handling two or more frequencies with other transduc 
ers handling one or more frequencies can also be used. 

It will be appreciated that the application of signals of 
several frequencies into the acoustic transducer to ob 
tain independent diffracted component beams utilizes 
the linear property of the acoustooptic cell. This linear 
ity is strictly valid for low diffraction ef?ciencies. When 
higher amounts of diffracted light are utilized, there 
may be some interaction between the different fre 
quency components. This can result in a variation of 
optical intensity or power of one diffracted beam when 
the intensity of another is varied. Since this amount of 
error is known to be a function of the intensity of the 
light diffracted, the error can be corrected by the use of 
nonlinear electronic circuitry within the color signal 
processors such as those of FIGS. 4, 5, 7, and 8. Thus, 
the color signal processors can be adapted to correct for 
the problem and the acoustooptic cell'can be operated 
at larger diffraction ef?ciencies to increase the exposure 
or printing rate for printing on photographic materials 
or other uses. 

Too, the relative diffraction ef?ciencies vary for the 
frequencies and wavelengths utilized. In practicing the 
invention, any desired combination of ef?ciencies suit 
able for obtaining sufficient light intensity for each of 
the components of the composite beam can be utilized. 
An advantage is realized when one wavelength is dif 
fracted with greater efficiency than the others. For 
example, greater light intensity of the red beam is possi 
ble before nonlinear interactions become apparent. The 
correction for nonlinear effects can also be implemented 
by the use of negative feedback techniques, sampling 
the diffracted light, and correcting the signal produced 
by the color signal processor to produce an optical 
intensity which substantially reproduces the input elec 
trical signal. 
Many existing scanners can be used to perform in 

accordance with the schematic representations of 
FIGS. 4-8, but a particularly well-suited scanner is that 
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disclosed in U.S. Application entitled, “X-Y Optical 
Scanning System” having Ser. No. 192,452 to Pickering 
?led October 26, 1971. 
The signal generators are also controlled so as to 

produce types of information other than color scenes 
with outputs in color code in analog or digital form. 
Two or more noncollinear output beams can be pro 

duced in accordance with the invention. For example, 
for interlace scanning or other use a red output beam 
and a composite output beam consisting collinear blue 
and green component beams can be formed. Other com 
binations and permutations will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art. 
The colors scanned from the color information media 

can be totally different colors than those used to record 
the scanned information onto the color sensitive photo 
graphic recording medium. Also, one or more of the 
colors for scanning out can be the same as the recording 
colors and the remaining color(s) can be different. 
Although FIGS. 1-3 show laser light beams repre 

sentative of one, two and three wavelengths, it will be 
understood that laser sources usually emit more than 
one wavelength. In accordance with invention, laser 
sources are utilized which will, together, produce a 
composite output beam comprising collinear compo 
nent beams of selected wavelengths such that signi? 
cant amounts of overlapping of undesired wavelengths 
is eliminated. This is done by using lasers strongly emit 
ting at wavelengths which are adequately separated 
from other strongly emitted wavelengths such that 
unwanted suf?ciently strong wavelengths can be 
masked. 

This invention has been described in detail with par 
ticular reference to preferred embodiments thereof, but 
it will be understood that variations and modi?cations 
can be effected within the spirit and scope of the inven 
tion. 

I claim: 
1. An apparatus [including an acoustooptic cell] for 

[modulating and] diffracting source light of different 
wavelengths [impinging on said cell] into a compos 
ite, collinear output beam of light comprising a selected 
number of the different wavelengths present in said 
[impinging] source light, the [combination] appara 
tus comprising: 
an acoustooptic cell [having] locatable in the path of 

such source light; 
electrical-to-acoustical transducer means operatively 

attached [thereto] to said cell; 
[means for impinging multi-wavelength light upon 

said cell;] 
means for generating a [plurality] number of electri 

cal signals [in accordance with a] corresponding to 
the selected number of wavelengths in the collinear 
output [beams] beam, each signal being of a pre 
determined different ?xed frequency selected to 
cause di?'raction of at least a portion of light of each 
of the selected wavelengths along a common output 
axis; and 

means for applying said electrical signals to said 
transducer means to form acoustic waves in said 
cell which diffract said source light [impinging on 
said cell] to form said composite, collinear output 
beam of light of said selected number of different 
wavelengths. 

2. The invention of claim 1 [including means for 
modulating] wherein: 
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said selected number of the different wavelengths are 
?xed wavelengths of M, A, it", 7t"; 

said plurality of electrical signals are of different ?xed 
[frequency] frequencies f1, f5, f.., fn se 
lected such that f 1A1 = f M2 = f "M. 
3. The invention of claim 1 including means for modu 

lating said electrical signals wherein said modulating 
means comprises means for independently controlling 
the amplitudes of said signals of different ?xed frequen 
ones. 

4. The invention of claim 1 wherein said [impinging 
means] source light comprises a multi-wavelength laser 
light beam. 

5. The invention of claim 1 wherein: 
said [impinging means] source light comprises at 

least two collinear laser light beams of different 
wavelengths and at least one other laser light beam 
of another wavelength, said collinear beams imping 
ing upon said cell at one incident angle and said other 
beam impinging upon said cell at another incident 
angle; and 

said fxed frequencies are chosen in accordance with said 
incident angles to form said composite, collinear out 
put beam. 

6. An apparatus for recording a color image corre 
sponding to a color image on a storage medium onto 
color sensitive photographic recording material, said 
apparatus comprising: 
means for scanning said medium with multi 
wavelength light that is modulated in accordance 
with the color image on said medium; 

photoelectric means for receiving the modulated 
light and for generating a number of electrical 
signals, each of which is representative of a differ 
ent selected wavelength within the modulated 
light; 

means responsive to said photoelectric means for 
modulating said electrical signals; 

an acoustooptic cell having electrical-to-acoustical 
transducer means operatively attached thereto; 

means for impinging multi-wavelength laser light 
upon said cell; 

means for applying said modulated signals to said 
transducer means to produce acoustic waves in said 
cell which diffract said laser light into at least one 
composite, collinear output beam of said different 
selected wavelengths; and 

means for scanning said photographic recording ma 
terial with said composite, collinear output beam of 
light to record a color image thereon correspond 
ing to the color image on said medium. 

7. The invention of claim 6 further comprising means 
' for synchronizing said photographic recording material 
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scanning means with said medium scanning means. 
8. An apparatus for recording a color image corre 

sponding to a color image on a positive transparency 
onto color sensitive photographic recording material, 
said apparatus comprising: 
means for scanning said transparency with multi 
wavelength light that is modulated in accordance 
with the color image on said transparency; 

photoelectric means for receiving said modulated 
light and for generating a number of electrical 
signals of different fixed frequencies, the signals 
corresponding in number to a selected number of 
different wavelengths of modulated light; 

means responsive to said photoelectric means for 
modulating said electrical signals; 
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an acoustooptic cell having electrical-to-acoustical 
transducer means operatively attached thereto; 

means for impinging multi-wavelength laser light 
upon said cell; 

means for applying said modulated electrical signals 
to said transducer means to produce acoustic 
waves in said cell which diffract said laser light to 
form at least one composite, collinear output beam 
of said different selected wavelengths; and 

means for scanning said photographic recording ma 
terial with said composite, collinear output beam to 
record a color image thereon corresponding to the 
color image on said transparency. 

9. The invention of claim 8 further comprising means 
for synchronizing said photographic recording material 
scanning means with said transparency scanning means. 

10. An apparatus for recording a color image corre 
sponding to the positive of a negative image on a color 
transparency onto color sensitive photographic mate 
rial, said apparatus comprising: 
means for scanning said negative transparency with a 

multi-wavelength beam of light to modulate the 
wavelengths thereof in accordance with the image 
on said negative transparency; 

photoelectric means for receiving said modulated 
beam of light for generating electrical signals of 
different ?xed frequencies in accordance with a 
number of different selected wavelengths in the 
modulated beam; 

means responsive to said photoelectric means for 
amplitude modulating said electrical signals; 

an acoustooptic cell having electrical-to-acoustical 
transducer means attached thereto; 

means for impinging multi-wavelength laser light 
upon said cell; 

means for applying said modulated electrical signals 
to said transducer means to produce acoustic 
waves in said cell which diffract said laser light to 
form at least one composite, collinear output beam 
of said different selected wavelengths; and 

means for scanning said photographic recording ma 
terial with said composite, collinear output beam to 
record a color image thereon corresponding to the 
positive of the negative image on the transparency. 

11. An apparatus for recording a color image corre 
sponding to a color image on an opaque support onto 
color sensitive photographic recording material, said 
apparatus comprising: 
means for scanning the color image on said support 

with a multi-wavelength beam of light the light of 
different wavelengths being re?ected by and mod 
ulated in accordance with the color image; 

photoelectric means for receiving the modulated 
wavelengths of light for generating electrical sig 
nals of different ?xed frequencies in accordance 
with a number of different selected wavelengths 
present in the re?ected light; ' 

means responsive to said photoelectric means for 
modulating said electrical signals; 

an acoustooptic cell having electrical-to-acoustical 
transducer means operatively attached thereto; 

means for impinging multi-color laser light upon said 
cell; 

means for applying said modulated electrical signals 
to said transducer means to produce acoustic 
waves in said cell which diffract said laser light to 
form at least one composite, collinear beam of said 
different selected wavelengths; and 
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means for scanning said photographic recording ma 

terial with said composite, collinear output beam to 
record a color image thereon corresponding to the 
color image on said support. 

12. An apparatus for recording an image on a color 
sensitive photographic recording material from color 
information in a storage medium, said apparatus com 
prising: 
means for directing a multi-wavelength beam of light 

onto said storage medium to produce a ?rst X-Y 
scanning beam; 

means for receiving the wavelengths of light as mod 
ulated by the color information and for converting 
a number of different selected modulated wave 
lengths of said light into electrical signals, each of 
which is modulated by a signal of different ?xed 
frequency; 

means responsive to said multi-wavelength beam of 
light and to said electrical signals for producing a 
second X-Y scanning beam comprising a group of 
different selected wavelengths of light correspond 
ing in number to the number of different selected 
wavelengths; . 

means for synchronizing the second X-Y scanning 
beam with the ?rst X-Y scanning beam; and 

means for exposing said photographic recording ma 
terial with said second X-Y scanning beam to re 
cord an image thereon representative of the color 
information derived from said storage medium. 

13. The invention of claim 12 wherein said producing 
means for said second X-Y scanning beam comprises: 

an acoustooptic cell having electrical-to-acoustical 
transducer means operably attached thereto; 

means for impinging a multi-wavelength beam of 
laser light upon said cell; and 

means comprising a summing ampli?er responsive to 
said modulated electrical signals and intercon 
nected to said transducer means for producing 
acoustic waves within the cell which diffract the 
light beams impinging upon the cell to form a com 
posite, collinear output beam comprising wave 
lengths of light corresponding to said group of 
different selected wavelengths. 

14. The invention of claim 12 wherein said first and 
second scanning beams are derived from a common 
laser source and are coupled to a common synchroniz 
ing means. 

15. An apparatus for recording a color image corre 
sponding to color information on a color storage me 
dium onto color sensitive photographic recording mate 
rial, said apparatus comprising: 
means for scanning said storage medium with a multi 

wavelength beam of light in a single dimension of 
scan; 

means for moving said storage medium in a direction 
substantially perpendicular to said dimension of 
scan to produce an effective X-Y scan of the me 
dium; 

means responsive to a number of different selected 
wavelengths of the scanning beam as modulated by 
said medium for generating a corresponding num 
ber of electrical signals, each of said signals being 
modulated by a signal of different ?xed frequency; 

an acoustooptic cell having electrical-to-acoustical 
transducer means operably attached thereto; 

means for impinging a plurality of laser produced 
light beams of different wavelengths upon said cell; 
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means responsive to said modulated electrical signals 
and interconnected to said transducer means for 
diffracting said multi-wavelength beam of light to 
produce a composite, collinear output beam of 
light comprising said different selected wave 
lengths; 

means for moving said collinear output beam in scan 
ning synchronism with the medium scanning 
means; and 

means for exposing said photographic recording ma 
terial with said collinear output beam to record 
color images thereon corresponding to the color 
information on said storage medium. 

16. The invention of claim 15 wherein said collinear 
output beam has a scanning direction corresponding to 
and synchronized with the scanning direction of said 
medium scanning beam and the photographic recording 
material is moved in a direction corresponding to and 
synchronized with that of said medium. 

17. The invention of claim 16 wherein said collinear 
output beam and medium scanning beams are derived 
from the same laser source and are responsive to a com 
mon synchronizing means. 

18. The invention of claim 15 wherein said diffracting 
means includes: 
means for summing the plurality of modulated electri 

cal signals of different ?xed frequencies to produce 
said composite, collinear output beam; and 

means for varying the amplitudes of said electrical 
signals of ?xed frequencies to control the intensity 
of said composite, collinear output beam. 

19. An apparatus for recording color images corre 
sponding to color information carrying video signals 
onto motion picture ?lm, said apparatus comprising: 

laser source means for producing multi-wavelength 
light; 

means for converting video signals carrying color 
information to electrical signals of different ?xed 
frequencies which are modulated in accordance 
with the color information carried by said video 
signals; 

means responsive to said electrical signals for dif 
fracting light from said source means into a com 
posite, collinear output beam comprising a number 
of different selected wavelengths present in said 
light; 

means for moving said collinear output beam so as to 
produce an X-Y scanning motion of said beam; 

means for synchronizing said X-Y scanning motion 
with said video signals; and 

means for exposing motion picture ?lm to said collin 
ear output beam to record images on said ?lm cor 
responding to said color information. 

20. An apparatus for producing a color display com 
prising: 

laser source means for producing multi-wavelength 
light; 

means for generating a selected number of electrical 
signals of different ?xed frequencies and for modu 
lating the signals generated thereby; 

acoustooptic means optically coupled with said laser 
means and responsive to said electrical signals for 
producing a composite, collinear output beam con 
taining a number of different selected ones of the 
wavelengths present in the light from said laser 
means; and 

means for directing said composite, collinear output 
beam onto a screen to produce said color display. 
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21. The invention of claim 20 wherein said beam 

directing means includes means for scanning said screen 
with said composite, collinear output beam. 

22. A method of producing a composite, collinear 
beam of light comprising a plurality of different selected 
wavelengths derived from the wavelengths in one or 
more laser light sources; the method comprising the 
steps of: 

propagating multi-wavelength laser light; 
generating a number of electrical signals of different 
?xed frequencies; 

modulating said signals to provide signals of predeter 
mined intensities; and 

acoustooptically diffracting said propagated laser 
light in accordance with said electrical signals to 
form a composite, collinear output beam compris 
ing a number of different selected wavelengths 
corresponding in number to said number of electri 
cal signals. 

23. The invention of claim 22 wherein propagating 
laser light comprises propagating a multi-wavelength 
beam of laser light. 

24. The invention of claim 22 wherein propagating 
laser light comprises propagating at least two wave 
lengths of laser light. 

25. A method for recording a color image corre 
sponding to a color image on a positive transparency 
onto a color sensitive photographic recording material 
comprising the steps of: 

propagating a beam of multi-wavelength laser light; 
scanning the transparency with said multi 

wavelength beam of light; 
receiving the beam as modulated by the transparency; 
generating a number of electrical signals of different 
?xed frequencies, each of which is modulated in 
accordance with the intensity of a respective one of 
a corresponding number of different selected 
wavelengths present in the received modulated 
beam; 

acoustooptically diffracting said propagated laser 
light in accordance with said modulated electrical 
signals to form a composite, collinear output beam 
including said selected wavelengths; and 

scanning said photographic recording material with 
said composite, collinear output beam to form a 
color image thereon corresponding to the image in 
the transparency. 

26. A method of recording a color image correspond 
ing to a color image in a negative transparency onto a 
color sensitive photographic recording material com 
prising the steps of: 

propagating a beam of multi-wavelength laser light; 
scanning the transparency with said multi 

wavelength beam of light; 
receiving the beam as modulated by the transparency; 
generating a number of electrical signals of different 
?xed frequencies, each of which is modulated in 
accordance with the intensity of a respective one of 
a corresponding number of different selected 
wavelengths present in the received modulated 
beam; 

acoustooptically diffracting said propagated laser 
light in accordance with said modulated electrical 
signals to form a composite, collinear output beam 
including said selected wavelengths; and 

scanning said photographic recording material with 
said composite, collinear output beam to form a 
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color image thereon corresponding to the image in 
the negative transparency. 

27. A method of recording a color image correspond 
ing to a color print onto a color sensitive recording 5 
material comprising the steps of: 

propagating a beam of multi-wavelengtl'l laser light; 
scanning the color print with said multi-wavelength 
beam of light; 

receiving light re?ected from and modulated by the 
color print; I 

generating a number of electrical signals of different 
?xed frequencies, each of which is modulated in 
accordance with the intensity of a respective one of 15 
a corresponding number of different selected 
wavelengths presented in the re?ected modulated 
light; 

acoustooptically diffracting said propagated laser 20 
light in accordance with said modulated electrical 
signals to form a composite, collinear output beam 
including said selected wavelengths; and 

scanning said color sensitive photographic recording 25 
material with said composite, collinear output 
beam to form a color image thereon corresponding 
to that of the color print. 
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28. A method of recording color information carried 

by television signals on color sensitive motion picture 
?lm comprising the steps of: 

propagating a beam of multi-wavelength laser light; 
generating a number of electrical signals of different 
?xed frequencies, each of which is modulated in 
accordance with the color information carried by 
the television signals; 

acoustooptically diffracting said propagated laser 
light to form a composite, collinear output beam 
including a number of different selected wave 
lengths corresponding in number to said electrical 
signals; and 

scanning the color sensitive motion picture ?lm with 
said composite, collinear output beam to record a 
color image on said ?lm in accordance with the 
color information carried by the television signals. 

29. The invention of claim I wherein: 
said source light comprises at least three input light 

beams of different wavelengths, each of said input 
light beams impinging upon said cell at an incident 
angle different from that of the other input light 
beams; and 

said ?xed frequencies are chosen in accordance with said 
incident angles to form said composite, collinear out 
put beams. 


